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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with two construction details and
discusses the opportunities and limits of their
computer aided building simulation. Both details
occur in the area of building renovation and
modernization. The first is a 3-D joint of a partially
protruding roof terrace with surrounding walls and a
pitched roof, and the second is a fragment of the
thick, rough, non-plastered stone wall of a building
monument with adjacent additionally insulated walls
and roof. A correct building-physics model
influences the choices for optimal construction
solutions and the overall balance of the building’s
thermal / energy demand as well. The latter also
affects the declaration of the building’s energy
quality. Such declarations will be mandatory in EU
countries starting in 2006.

INTRODUCTION
In spite of the complicated economic situation in the
Federal Republic of Germany, both state and
communal aid for energy-efficient construction is
quite extensive. Both the state and the communities
are conscious of the dependence on energy in the
country and of the impact of the use of fossil fuels on
the natural environment. Saving existing sources and
searching for alternative energy sources are political
priorities. Apart from restrictive measures in the form
of laws and regulations, e.g. Ecological Tax on
gasoline or EnEv2002 (Energy saving regulation
2002), the aim of which is to secure general
economic use of energy resources or at least their
compensation, many provinces and cities have their
own support programs. Usually, these programs
function on the principle of subsidies for those
construction or technical measures that lead to better
energy usage than that required by laws or
regulations. One such program in Stuttgart concerns
the energy refurbishment of houses in a selected
location, which are deemed characteristic of the city,
and should not be torn down. The buildings are not
monuments. The aim of the program is to motivate
the landlords to greater energy awareness when
refurbishing the buildings. In the following pages an
example of such a refurbishment project is discussed
with a special focus on the consideration of the
effects of thermal bridging on the overall thermal /

energy balance and on the estimate of refurbishment
costs. The next part of this contribution deals with a
similar problem, but this time in the case of a
building monument. The final part is an attempt to
generalize previous experiences with the method of
calculation of the thermal / energy balance of
buildings according to EnEV2002. It also makes
some comments that might be worth considering in
the creation of national declarations of energy quality
of buildings.

THE HOUSE REFURBISHMENT
The presented case deals with a one story family
house that has a pitched roof, a basement, and that
contains a single apartment on the first floor and
another in the loft (Fig.1). The refurbishment project
foresees the expanding the house by one floor,
turning the roof pitch by 90° and, hence, the creation
of a third apartment (Fig.2). As the current floor plan
arrangement of both apartments is very old
fashioned, (inadequate bathrooms, badly situated
kitchens) one of the aims of the project is also the
improvement of this arrangement. The renovation
design enhances the building’s compactness and
“corrects” the improper one-story annex through a
garden, into which a kitchen is built, and through the
roof, which is at the same time a terrace, accessible
from the loft.
In order for building’s owner to be granted a subsidy
by the City of Stuttgart, the following conditions
must be met:
• The specific transmission heat loss HT´
(spezifischer Transmissionswärmeverlust)
related to the heat transmitting area A of the
building envelope must be lower than the
value required by EnEV2002 for a given
relation A / V, where V is a heated space in
m3. The method of calculating the specific
transmission heat loss is described in the
EnEv2002 as well.
• The building’s facility for heat and warm
water production must show the relation
between produced heat and received
primary energy ep ≤ 1,5 (Anlagen –
Aufwandszahl).
• The maximum allowed U-values of
individual parts of the building envelope
introduced in the EnEv2002 must be kept.
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Calculating the specific transmission heat loss is not
a problem – except for the attic balcony which is
partly a flat roof, partly a protrusion, and at the same
time wedged in the pitched roof (Figs. 3 and 4). The
problem consists in stating the portion of thermal
bridges on the transmission heat loss. For buildings
with standardized details, this portion can be
considered by a 5% extra charge to the calculated
transmission heat loss. Non-typical details must
either be documented by a special calculation or
considered by a 10% extra charge to the calculated
transmission heat loss. Under certain circumstances
this difference can play an important role when
defining the width of thermal insulation. In our case
the building-physics solutions were done by an
engineering firm that also took on the task of doing
static. Probably due to time constraints, (construction
had to start in Autumn 2004 at the latest) the 10%
extra charge principle was adopted (it was also
approved by the client) and the non-profitable 3-D
heat conduction calculation was left out. This
decision led to an increase in the planned thermal
insulation width by 2 cm and 4 cm respectively and
to the slight increase in costs as well. The original 12
cm of wall insulation and 14 cm of roof insulation
had to be changed to 14 cm and 18 cm respectively.
At first sight it does not seem like very much,
(however with 486 m2 of building envelope it
amounts to 10 m3 of extra thermal insulation), but too
thick thermal insulation is not necessarily a suitable
solution.
Based on our experience it can be said that in the
case of additionally insulated buildings, all thermal
bridges show up sooner or later – mostly in the shape
of mould on the interior surfaces of building
envelopes. Particularly when renovating existing
buildings, it cannot always be known exactly what is
inside the walls. The thicker the thermal insulation
the more pronounced the thermal bridging.
Therefore, 3-dimensional heat conduction calculation
in controversial details would surely lead to a higher
quality of building physics solutions – and in the
right place. Simply increasing the thermal insulation
thickness based on 1-dimensional calculations that
formally meet the requirements can become
somewhat of an alibi by avoiding the real problem.
Expressed as a formula, the one introduced in the
European standard EN ISO 10211-1 as:
HT´= Σ L3D + Σ L2D. l + Σ A .U [WK-1]

(1)

considers the thermal bridging in a direct and tidy
fashion, where HT´ stands for specific transmission
heat loss, L3D and L2D for thermal coupling
coefficient (thermischer Leitwert) calculated in a 3-D
and 2-D way respectively, l for length of the building
detail, A for the heat transmitting area and U for UValue. Thermal-coupling coefficient is a proportion
factor that influences the heat flow between
neighbouring spaces. In order to take thermal

bridging into account, it makes sense to calculate
thermal-coupling coefficient either three- or twodimensionally. For such calculations computer aided
solutions of the heat flow partial differential equation
is necessary, e.g. using explicit, forward finite
differences. If correct factors ψ or χ for the given
detail are known, 1-D thermal coupling coefficient
can also be used. 1-D thermal coupling coefficient
equals the term A.U in the equation (1). This
equation would then look as follows:
HT´= Σ A.U + Σ ψ .l + Σ χ

[W.K-1] (2)

The equation (2) can also be transformed into:
HT´= Σ A.U + LHB

[W.K-1]

(3)

LHB stands for the effect of heat bridging. The
formulas in the EnEv2002 or also in the Slovak
standard STN 730540 are similar to the equation (3).
Unlike the equation (3) they allow for consideration
of thermal bridging in general as:
HT´= Σ A .U + 0,05. Σ A .U [WK-1]

(4)

HT´= Σ A .U + 0,1. Σ A .U [WK-1]

(5)

or

This can lead to either an over- or underestimation of
the thermal bridging effect on the overall heat loss
and the possibility of solving this problem simply by
increasing or decreasing the overall thermal
insulation thickness (U-Value). Though the latest
formulas are a kind of simplification, they make
sense, as the 3-D heat conduction simulation is not as
easy a task as it may seem at first sight. The first
problem is the creation of a correct simulation model.
Its geometry should correspond to reality at least a
little. As shown in the figures 4 and 5 this condition
can hardly be met because of the software limitations
that do not allow for slanting surfaces. These have to
be replaced by graded surfaces. The next question is
the placement of adiabatic planes that delimit the
considered detail from the rest of the building
envelope. The EN ISO 10211-1 requires the adiabatic
planes to be placed at least 1 m off the thermal bridge
in so-called intact areas with constant heat flow. In
case of several thermal bridges that are close to each
other this condition is also difficult to fulfill. Finally,
the software itself presents a limitation due to the
number of possible cells, the way the boundary
conditions are defined etc. (e.g. the software used for
our calculation permits only 12 cubes for description
of both exterior and interior spaces (Fig.6)).
It is then clear that in case of complicated geometry
the final results have limited and purely
informational value. In spite of all these
disadvantages the 3-D heat conduction calculation
considers the problem of thermal bridges directly
and, hence, the software and methodology should be
further developed. The 1-D calculation of the thermal
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coupling coefficient already includes a certain
amount of thermal bridges as the outer dimensions of
building envelopes are usually used. Nevertheless,
from comparisons between 1-D and 3-D calculated
thermal coupling coefficient, an approximate portion
of thermal bridges can be derived. Table 1 shows this
difference in our case of the balcony wedged in a
pitched roof. The size of the difference lets us claim
that in controversial cases a 3-D heat conduction
calculation should be explicitly required.

Figure 4 Axonometric view at the balcony – actual
geometry

Figure 1 Existing state

Figure 5 Geometry of the simulation model – far
beyond reality

Figure 2 Proposal
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Figure 6 Definition of boundary conditions
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Gussasphalt 4 cm
Schalldämmung 2,5 cm
Decke 16 cm

213

5

Terrassenplatten 40 x 40 x 4 cm
Kiesschicht 5 cm
Abdichtung
Trennschicht oder 1. Abdichtungslage
Wärmedämmung aus Gefälleschichten
12 cm an der Balkontür
Dampfsperre
Ausgleichsschicht / Voranstrich
Balkonplatte 20 cm
Wärmedämmung 5 cm

Styrodur, d = 5 cm
Abbruch - best.
Fenstersturz

Table 1.
Comparison of thermal coupling coefficients
calculated for the above balcony detail in a 3-D and
1-D way. The 3-dimensional calculation was based
on numerical processes.

Poroton - Ziegelsturz

46
30 30

126

5

2414

Zu beachten:

Figure 3 Detail of balcony

L3D [W/K]
46,85
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L1D [W/K]
10,36

RENOVATION OF A BUILDING
MONUMENT
Another example of a 1-D calculation of the specific
transmission heat loss that met the requirements by
avoiding the problem of thermal bridges, is the
renovation of an old winepress barn. This case was
not about energy savings. The priority was the
conservation of a cultural monument that could be
used for social purposes in the future (weddings,
seminars, cultural events etc.). Taking into
consideration that the building also has to be used in
winter, the arrangement was made to put a 15 cm
thick insulation layer on the inside of the building
envelope (Fig.8). Between the old framework façade
and the new interior thermal insulation will be a kind
of ventilated layer that is 6-10 cm thick. The roof
gets a new 18 cm thick thermal insulation layer
above the rafters. The shorter, western, 40 cm thick
wall of the future hall is made of nice natural
sandstone typical for the region. This wall partly
borders to exterior and in part represents a kind of
partition wall between the main building and the
smaller annex (Fig.7).

transmission heat loss for the whole building was
made. This calculation met the requirements even
though the considered wall was not planned to
receive additional thermal insulation. From an optical
viewpoint the chosen solution is the right one. The
question that remains is about the future behavior of
this wall. The difference between the thermal
characteristics of sandstone and those of insulated
framework walls is not negligible. The architect leant
towards less insulation of the other walls, as this
would “equalize” the losses through each single wall.
This would reduce the thermal bridging effect,
though the absolute transmission heat losses would
be higher.

Figure 8 Thermal insulation of sidewall and rear
sandstone wall from inside

Figure 7 Original rear sandstone wall and small
annex house
All participants in this renovation (the local authority
which owns the building, the Office for the
Protection of Monuments, the Architect, the
Construction Supervisor) wished to leave this wall
without thermal insulation from both the inside and
outside (Figs. 8 and 9). For the purpose of building
permission, a simple 1-D calculation of the specific
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Figure 9 Rear wall and annex house after the
renovation

CONCLUSIONS
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The presented cases and some other professional
publications (Panzhauser et al, 1987, 1996) show that
1-dimensional calculations of specific transmission
heat loss HT´ do not take thermal bridging into
consideration sufficiently enough. In both cases the
use of the 3-D heat conduction calculation should
have been required, in spite of disadvantages, namely
time constraints and expensive software (moreover
some experience with building-physics computer
simulations is necessary).
Regulation 2002/91/EC of the European Parliament
and Council from December 16, 2002, requires
member countries to make declarations of the energy
quality of buildings. This declaration should enable a
mutual comparison of various buildings and should
be used from 2006 on. According to the opinion of
authors, such a national declaration should always
contain:
• A clear sketch of the chosen buildingphysics simulation model including the
division of the building envelope into single
parts, and the method for calculating heat
conduction through these parts which was
used (either 1-D or 2-D or 3-D way).
• The controversial details should always be
considered by a 3-D calculation of the
thermal coupling coefficient. In spite of
software limitations, and some vague
recommendations concerning the placement
of adiabatic planes, the calculation method
described in the EN ISO 10211-1 should be
made use of.
• The calculation should be transparent and
repeatable.
Such an attitude would surely lead to a broader use of
3-D heat conduction calculation software and, hence,
to its improvement and greater affordability for small
and medium sized architectural and engineering
firms. Consequently, it could lead to new and
perhaps better architectural and engineering
solutions.
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